
Chapters 13 Exercise Outline Answers

Student
13.1 Tropical cyclones.
13.3 Isobars lie EW, with values falling S’ward.  Surface winds are backed c. 30° from 
isobars (i.e. between ENE’ly and NE’ly).  Dotted isobars on the N’ward edge of the flank 
bulging N’ward in the region of the weak depression, crowding together a little, with a 
closed isobar or two (at 4 hPa intervals) in the centre of the bulge.  Wind directions relate 
to isobar directions as before, increasing as they crowd.  The whole bulge is moving 
W’ward.
13.5 In each case isotherms bulge upward to show that there is a warm core, but the 
anticyclone’s dome is broad and smooth, whereas the tropical cyclone has a gentle dome 
surrounding a sharp flat topped peak which fills the central eye (only a few tens of km 
across).   The isobars of the anticyclone dome smoothly upward, with the doming 
diminishing slowly with height.  The isobars of the tropical cyclone dip downward gently 
in its outer parts, then more steeply within c. 200 km of the centre, and very sharply just 
outside the edge of the eye, within which isobars are horizontal.  The pressure pattern 
round the eye spreads and weakens with increasing height, and and isobars are domed 
upward weakly at the top (the tropopause).
13.7 Equatorial thundershower: updraft c. 5 m s-1, dense cloud, heavy precipitation, 
severe turbulence, saturated.  Subtropical anticylone: subsiding at c. 5 mm s-1, cloud free, 
no precipitation, very low relative humidity.  It is interesting to add details for the very 
low and high troposphere to make it a level 2 exercise.
13.9 Increasing ocean swell from E shows strong E’lies approaching from the E, i.e. 
approaching storm centre to SE, confirmed by clouding over from that quarter.   Wind 
and rain strengthening shows storm centre close by (NE’ly wind consistent with low to 
SE) hence time to seek safety, i.e. go to the highest point on the island (to keep above 
possible storm surge), and find shelter from flying debris.  NE’ly winds veering to E’ly 
and peaking at force 11 shows that the low pressure is now directly S, and that you are 
outside the most violent ring (assuming you guessed the storm was a mature hurricane).  
This is confirmed by subsequent veering and abating of the winds.  Note that the wind 
directions quoted fit best with the motion of low clouds - surface winds being backed c. 
20 ° by surface friction.
13.11 Using f = 2 Ω sin φ, with Ω ≈ 2 π/(24 x 60 x60) ≈ 7.27 x 10-5 rad s-1, and sin φ ≈ 
0.0349, 0.0872, 0.259, 0.707 at φ = 2, 5, 15, 45°, the corresponding values of f are 5.07 x 10-
6, 1.27 x 10-5, 3.77 x 10-5, 1.03 x 10-4 s-1.  Using  Vg = [1/(ρ f)] ∂p/∂n, ρ = 1 kg m-3, and 
∂p/∂n = 300/(100 x 1,000) = 3 x 10-3 Pa m-1, the corresponding values for the geostrophic 
wind speed Vg are 592 , 236, 79.6 and 29.1 m s-1.  Note that this realistic pressure gradient 
implies unrealistically high wind speeds at low latitudes.
13.13 Air enters the top of the subtropical anticyclone, having risen in deep saturated 
convection in the ITCZ.  If it subsided dry adiabatically into the low troposphere, it would 
be unrealistically hot, on account of the latent heat given to it during prior saturated 
ascent.  In fact it subsides slowly as it chills by net radiative cooling to space, tracing out a 
temperature-height profile not very different from that traced during saturated adiabatic 
ascent.  In fact if this descent continued to the surface, it would arrive (at the local 
subtropical surface) at much the same temperature as its equatorial surface source.  
However, vigorous convection from the subtropical surface maintains a dry adiabatic 
temperature profile from the surface, which interfaces with the subsiding air at a 
temperature inversion at least as big as the temperature lapse through the local surface 
convective layer (about 3 °C at the top of typical 300 m deep convective layer).  As air 
mixes across this interface, sensible heat is pumped down into the surface-based 
convection from the subsiding air, and water vapour is pumped up.  When subsidence 
predominates the interface lowers, while when convection predominates the interface 
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rises.  The downward flux of sensible heat is smaller than the upward flux from the 
heated surface, but adds significantly to the warming of the convecting surface layer.
13.15 The component of air speed radially inward is V sin α, so that the total radial 
mass flux is (2 π R h V sin α ρ).  If the upward speed through the top lid of this “drum” of 
air is w, the upward mass flux is (π R2 w ρ) and mass flux balance requires

2 π R h V sin α ρ =  π R2 w ρ   which simplifies to w = (2 h V sin α)/R.
Inserting  V = 50 m s-1, h = 1 km and α = 30°, we find w = 2 x 1,000 x 50 x 0.5/(50,000) = 1 
m s-1.  In fact air density at the lid is less than at the surface, which will slightly increase 
the value of w.  If we allow for an eye of radius RE, the lid area occupied by w falls from 
π R2 to π (R2 - RE2).  If RE is 20 km, RE/R is 2/5 and the lid area is π R2 (1 - 4/25) = 0.84 π 
R2, i.e. is reduced by 16%, which has the effect of increasing w by only 16% for mass 
balance.
13.17 The answer needs a structured, illustrated and quantified outline of the ITCZ as 
the powerhouse of the Hadley circulation, with elongated groupings of tall cumulonimbus 
as its heat engines.  After subsidence of their high level exhaust in the subtropical 
anticyclones, the return low-level flow equatorward is populated by trade wind cumulus, 
which process the deepening convective layer, and encourage taller and taller 
cumulonimbus with decreasing latitude, which become organised and enhanced in the 
various types of tropical cyclone, whose low level convergence is concentrated and 
enhanced by positive feedback involving convergent enhancement of initially weak large-
scale cyclonic rotation (from the relatively weak Coriolis parameter f).  Overland, 
organised conglomerates of deep convection give rise to monsoonal rainy seasons whose 
distribution and progress are dominated by interaction between patterns of convecting 
airflows and local topography.
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